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Hadrons and nuclei probed in high-energy scattering experiments feature an increasingly large number of small
Bjorken-x gluons that populate its transverse extend, leading to a dense saturated wave function. This phenomenon
of gluon saturation is a consequence of unitarity and can be quantitatively described by an effective theory of Quantum
Chromo Dynamics (QCD), the Color Glass Condensate [1–3].

Saturation effects are important for all high energy collisions of hadrons and nuclei. They need to be taken into
account for understanding particle production and multiparticle correlations in proton-proton and proton-nucleus
collisions at the LHC and at RHIC, especially at forward rapidities. For the heavy ion collision program, gluon
saturation is the key ingredient of our current theoretical understanding of the production and equilibration process
of deconfined quark-gluon plasma in the initial stage of the collision [4, 5].

While experimental data from a large variety of hadronic collision experiments is consistent with the presence of
saturation effects, the theoretical interpretation of the experimental signals is always affected by complexities inherent
to QCD: hadronization and final state interactions, in particular the whole spacetime evolution of the quark gluon
plasma in the case of heavy ion collisions. This situation can only be addressed with a program of high energy
deep inelastic scattering on proton and nuclear targets, which give a more direct and precise access to the partonic
constituents of protons and nuclei. Such measurements will be performed at the Electron Ion Collider (EIC), to
be built at Brookhaven National Laboratory and planned to start operation around 2030 [6]. The EIC will collide
polarized electrons with energies up to 18 GeV with polarized protons of up to 275 GeV and heavy ions of up to
100 GeV per nucleon. There is currently an intensive ongoing effort to quantify the detector requirements set by the
EIC physics program, setting the goals for a detailed design of the machine and detector. This effort will culminate
in an EIC Yellow Report, to be published towards the end 2020 [7].

Gluon saturation will affect many of the different cross sections measured at the EIC. The CGC effective theory
framework provides a way to perform a coherent global analysis of different kinds of scattering processes at small
x that provide complementary information on the small-x gluons. Specific measurements at the EIC that will shed
more light on the physics of gluon saturation include [8–10]:

• Inclusive cross sections for electron-nucleus and electron-proton scattering, parametrized in terms of longitudinal
and transverse structure functions, will probe the gluon density in nuclei and protons.

• Total diffractive cross sections and diffractive dijet production have cross sections proportional to the square of
the gluon density and are thus particularly sensitive to gluon saturation.

• Exclusive (and diffractive) production of vector mesons, deeply virtual Compton scattering and timelike Comp-
ton scattering at small x provide access to the distribution of gluon fields in the transverse coordinate plane of
the proton or nucleus, and to the fluctuations in this spatial distribution [11].

• Azimuthal correlations provide access to the combined momentum-, coordinate- and polarization structure of
the gluon distributions in the target (linear gluon polarization, transverse momentum distributions, Wigner
distributions), which is strongly influenced by gluon saturation [12].

Related measurements have already been performed in earlier DIS experiments at HERA, and are being done in
photon-mediated ultraperipheral collisions at the LHC. Compared to HERA, which operated at a roughly comparable
center-of-mass energy, the EIC has two crucial advantages in terms of saturation physics. Firstly, it can collide heavy
nuclei, which are expected to exhibit saturation phenomena at significantly lower collision energies than protons [13].
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Secondly, it will have significantly better capabilities for exclusive and diffractive processes, where saturation effects
are generically larger than in inclusive reactions. This is due to both the luminosity that is three orders of magnitude
greater than at HERA, and to forward instrumentation designed with a higher emphasis on diffractive and exclusive
physics. Ultraperipheral collisions at the LHC give access to higher photon-target collisions energies than the EIC.
Unlike DIS experiments they are, however, restricted to only quasi-real-photons, which significantly restricts the
access to hard processes that would probe the perturbative partonic structure. Also the necessity of triggering on
photon-mediated events that are relatively rare compared to hadronic ones limits the kind of processes that can be
accessed (making e.g. inclusive photon-nucleus scattering difficult). The active program of ultraperipheral collisions
at the LHC is therefore complementary to the EIC.

This Snowmass contribution will discuss the processes in e+p and e+A collisions most sensitive to gluon satu-
ration effects and multigluon correlations, and perspectives for measuring them at the EIC. Besides advancing our
fundamental understanding of QCD many-body structure of hadronic bound states, the improved understanding of
gluon saturation via experiments at the EIC can be expected to have a significant impact on future computations of
a variety of processes in high-energy hadron collisions (p+p, p+A and A+A) at present and future colliders, as well
as in the development of cosmic ray showers.
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